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ABSTRACT 
We tested for persistence of the infrared flight detector of WFC3 (IR-4) using imagery 
from thermal vacuum test 3 (TV3). The rate of excess dark current, a.k.a. persistence, 
after an over exposure of a spot of light (FWHM ~ 5 pixels; flux per spot > 2 million 
electrons/s; exposure time ~100 sec; fluence > 2 hundred million electrons) decays with 
time as a power law C t -alpha with index alpha = -1.2 to -1.5 for time ranges since 
illumination from 0.01 hours to 4 hours. For the WFC3 IR flight array, we model the 
persistence with two power laws of the form C t -alpha, with t equaling the time (in hours) 
since the stimulus ended: a) for over-exposed spots, averaged over a spot size of ~30 
pixels, (C = 0.080 to 0.30 electrons/s/pixel; alpha = 1.2 to 1.5) and b) for a 100-times 
saturation flat field (C = 0.156  electrons/s/pixel; alpha = 1.0). The latter persistence is 
less than that required by the WFC3 Contract End Item (CEI) Specification 4.8.12 by an 
order of magnitude. Based upon the TV3 tests and analysis, we recommend modeling 
persistence (current) of over-exposed stars, compact galaxies, and cosmic ray hits, as a 
power law C t -alpha, with C = 0.15 electrons/s/pixel, alpha = 1.25, and elapsed time t (in 
hours) for all times greater than 0.01 hour. 
 
The persistence from a single serendipitously-observed “snowball”(Hilbert 2009) 
thought to be caused by the impact of an energetic subatomic particle (McCullough 
2009) also decays with time in a similar manner as the persistence from spots of photo-
generated charge. In some cases, spots of light leave negative persistence in subsequent 
dark exposures, i.e. lower-than nominal dark current; such behavior is not discussed in 
detail in this report. 
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Introduction 
In this report, we discuss persistence in the WFC3 IR detector. We warn the reader 

that infrared arrays exhibit complicated behaviors, of which the community -- including 
the authors -- still have limited understanding.  

For clarity, we first define three terms. We use the term after image to mean any 
image that appears after a stimulus is removed and the detector has been reset. No 
specific mechanism is implied by the term “after image.” A common cause of an after 
image is persistence, by which we mean specifically an after image apparent in a dark 
exposure but also in any other exposure in which the after image is an additive term 
superposed on the nominal and expected pattern of charge on the array due to dark 
current and/or photo-generated current from a scene. Another type of an after image is a 
multiplicative one, called quantum efficiency hysteresis, or QEH. In QEH, prior exposure 
to stimulus (e.g. light) affects the QE of the current exposure: for example, if we had 
taken flat fields after exposing the detector to spatially localized spots of light, if QEH 
occurred, we might see after images of the spots in the flat field, either as regions that are 
brighter or fainter than adjacent regions and which cannot be explained simply by the 
nominal spatially variant flat field. In this report, we are studying persistence, because we 
analyze dark exposures taken after illumination.  

We parameterize the observed decay of persistence as a power law. Luminescence 
and phosphorescence both decay with time as power laws. Huntley (2006) has modeled 
luminescent decay with tunneling of trapped electrons to recombination centers randomly 
and homogeneously distributed. On timescales ranging from less than a second to more 
than a day, Huntley’s model predicts a power-law decay of luminescent intensity with 
index a = -0.96 to -1.5, depending on the number density of recombination centers and 
the spatial range of the tunneling. If persistence follows a power law, it never entirely 
decays to zero.  

Finger et al. (1998) measured persistence of a HAWAII HgCdTe array from 24 s to 
210 s at 60 K, 65 K, and 80 K; they observed no change in the level or shape of the decay 
with temperature. Likewise, the results reported here for WFC3 IR at two temperatures 
differing by 5 K show the same persistence behavior. A distribution of temperature-
sensitive traps that produces a power-law decay would also show no change with 
temperature, as one set of traps sensitive to a given temperature substitutes for another set 
of traps in the distribution at another temperature (Huntley 2006). Alternatively, 
luminescence also would be intrinsically independent of temperature. 

The WFC3 instrument handbook for Cycle 17 (specifically Section 7.9.4) states that 
persistence decays “approximately exponentially” with time, with an e-folding time of ~3 
minutes to ≤ 1 e/s/pixel three minutes after an over-exposure of 100 times full well. 
Because the instrument handbook’s advice was based upon limited analysis of 
measurements made with flight-like devices (but not the actual flight device), it added a 
conservative caveat, “the exponential model described above breaks down after many e-
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folding times; in particular, a very long tail (in time) of very-low-level persistence is seen 
commonly in laboratory measurements.” With the measurements and analysis reported in 
this work, we now advocate a power-law decay, which matches the observed behavior 
well over all time scales of interest and reconciles the instrument handbook’s descriptions 
of 1) “approximately exponential” decay at short times with 2) “a very long tail (in time) 
of very-low-level persistence.” 

Indeed, any exponential decay observed over only a single decade of dynamic range 
in time, ranging up to as much as three times the exponential time constant t0, can be 
modeled as a power law with index ranging from 0 (for t << t0) to -1.4 (for t0/√10 < t < 
√10 t0) and no single measurement will be more than a factor of two from the power-law 
fit. Or vice versa: a power-law decay can be fit well with an exponential, over a limited 
dynamic range, e.g. a factor of 10 or less.  To distinguish a power law from an 
exponential in data of typical quality, larger dynamic ranges are required: at least two 
decades in each coordinate, and preferably more. 

Although in this work, we do not identify a specific mechanism responsible for the 
persistent charge, that plausible mechanisms predict power-law decays increases our 
confidence in our choice of model. In a simplistic view, the luminescence and the thermal 
excitation models may be indistinguishable; for example, a luminescent photon will be 
absorbed in the HgCdTe very near the trap, generating an electron in the conduction band 
that migrates to the collection node. There may be experiments that could distinguish the 
two models; for example, the luminescence model predicts a positive correlation between 
the strength of persistence and the quantum efficiency of individual pixels, because the 
lower the quantum efficiency, the fewer luminescent photons (if they exist) will be 
recorded. (As a special case of this sort, reference pixels insensitive to light should not 
exhibit persistence.) Hill & Robberto (2004) noted just such a correlation in relativistic 
particle induced persistence in a CdZn substrate of a precursor to the substrate-removed 
WFC3 IR sensor.1 A laboratory test that would definitively quantify luminescence would 
be to image one HgCdTe sensor upon another in a dark dewar, then stimulate the one and 
examine the image of it with the other – if the stimulated HgCdTe is glowing (with light) 
then it should be visible, albeit at a reduced level due to the opacity of the HgCdTe 
absorbing most of the luminescence in situ. We did not perform such an experiment; we 
describe the experiment that we did perform in the next section. 

Experimental Design and Data Acquired 
During Thermal Vacuum test 3 (TV3) on April 14, 2008, and April 15, 2008 we 

executed a test IR28S03 designed specifically to test for charge persistence of the IR 
detector. Two spreadsheets used to generate the command sequences to control the 

                                                             
1 At UC Davis, the FPA was irradiated with a flux of 62 MeV protons of 900 
particles/cm2/s. 
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WFC3 instrument and the CASTLE illuminator are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, 
respectively. On April 14 the IR FPA temperature was -128.5 C; on Apr 15, it was -123.5 
C, i.e. 5 C warmer. In both cases we operated with MEB2, the nominal MEB selected 
also as the default for flight (because MEB1 exhibited banding (Martel et al. 2009). 
According to the SMS description, the CASTLE source was the “VISIR 200 micron 
fiber” illuminated by a Tungsten lamp. Using various neutral density filters in the 
CASTLE, we adjusted the brightness of the artificial spot by factors of a few orders of 
magnitude. We configured the WFC3 IR to obtain full-frame images through the F160W 
filter in RAPID and SPARS10 sequences with various NSAMP values to expose the 
detector to various fluences. On the WFC3 IR detector, the spot has an approximately 
Gaussian shape with FWHM ~5.5 pixels.  

In each test, the WFC3 filter alternated between transmissive (F160W) and opaque 
(BLANK). Table 1 gives a log of the exposures. From the series of short exposures, 
alternating between exposing a spot of light and a RAPID dark, followed by moving the 
spot to a new location on the array, we measured charge persistence, i.e. elevated dark 
current, in previously-illuminated pixels seconds to minutes after the illumination ceased. 
From a series of 10 unilluminated 703-second exposures obtained over a 2-hour period 
immediately after the series of alternating short exposures, we also measured some 
charge persistence as much as 4 hours after the illumination ceased. 

Inadvertently, secondary spots (labeled with asterisks in Figures 3a and 3b) illuminate 
the detector, but each and every one of them is more than 100 times fainter than the 
faintest primary spots.  No stray light from any of the other 10 apertures in the 2x6 array 
of apertures is evident in these IR data.  The secondary spots’ stray light is not 
proportional to the brightness of the primary spots, because the stray-light coupling 
apparently depends strongly on image position.  We do not analyze the secondary spots 
except to note that no persistence from them, positive persistence or negative persistence, 
is noticeable in any of the subsequent images. Based upon our analysis of the primary 
spots, any persistence from the fainter secondary spots would have been too faint to 
detect. Hereafter, any mention of a “spot” implicitly refers to a primary spot; we do not 
discuss the secondary spots further (except to identify them in Figures 3a and 3b). 

Analysis 
We wrote custom IDL procedures to organize, calibrate, and perform aperture 

photometry on the images. From each sample sequence we subtracted an appropriate 
CDBS dark on a sample-by-sample and pixel-by-pixel basis; we used t3n1649ii_drk.fits 
(RAPID), t3n1649mi_drk.fits (SPARS10), and t3n1649si_drk.fits (SPARS50). Then, in 
order to speed computations, we windowed the 1024x1024 pixel area to the 800x300 
pixel region of interest centered on (x,y) = (512,512+280), i.e. where the stimulus spots 
were located near the middle of the top two quadrants (quadrants 1 and 4). On a pixel-by-
pixel basis we determined the rate of charge accumulation by fitting a line “up the ramp” 
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excluding from the fitting all samples with values greater than 20000 ADU larger than 
the zeroth read, which might be saturated. We did not correct for nonlinearity, which 
should be very small for such small charges. We corrected for inter-pixel capacitance, 
IPC, by convolving each image with a sharpening kernel “g” for α=0.01 as described by 
McCullough (2008a; 2008b). The only noticeable effect of the latter is on hot pixels: in 
the raw image, hot pixels appear as one hot pixel surrounded by four “warm” pixels, but 
the IPC-corrected image, the four “warm” pixels’ charge is re-distributed back into the 
single hot pixel. Figure 4 shows a representative WFC3 image showing after images of 
the spots. 

We measured the brightness ratio B1 (in Tables 2 and 3) by scaling the wings of the 
PSF (pixels at least 6 pixels from the center of the PSF) to match spot A’s PSF on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis. The brightness ratio B2 equals the sum of pixel values (counts per 
second) within a radius of 10 pixels divided by that for spot A. Aperture photometry (B2) 
gives erroneous values for spots B, C, and D due to saturation; they are marked with 
asterisks in Table 2. The measured spatially-integrated flux of spot A is 81043 ADU/s 
(203000 e/s), corresponding to Bessel H = 11.0 Vega magnitude of a flat spectrum Fλ  
source (WFC3 Exposure Time Calculator2). (In the brightest pixel, i.e. at the peak of spot 
A, the rate is ~2700 DN/s). To a good approximation, the spots’ brightnesses are 56 (B), 
9.5 (C and D), 1.0 (E-H), and 0.13 (I-P), all relative to the brightness of spot A. 
Equivalently, they are Bessel H = 6.6 (B), 8.5 (C and D), 11.0 (A, E-H), and 13.2 (I-P). 
The fluence equals brightness times the time (T) during which the opaque filter was not 
blocking the beam, i.e. fluence = B*T, where B = B1 for spots A-D and B = B2 for spots 
E-P. For spot E, for example, the fluence of 16.6 million DN corresponds to 83000 DN/s 
(208000 e/s) integrated over an area enclosing the entire spot multiplied by an estimated 
interval T = 200 second.  

In analyzing the persistent images, we fit the accumulating charge “up the ramp” to 
form 2-D images, then deconvolved the IPC, then median smoothed the result with a 3x3 
kernel. The purpose of the latter was to nearly eliminate the effect of any single pixel, 
such as a hot pixel, the value of which could ruin an aperture average. We also subtracted 
the median of the entire image, to make the weak signal of persistence more reliably 
detected in the possible presence of variations in dark current or electronic “bias” 
changes. Because of the latter step, subtraction of the median value of reference pixels 
was unnecessary. We determined the flux of the persistent charge within a specified 
radius (rAP = 5 pixels) by simply summing the counts in each pixel of the background-
subtracted image. Figures 5a and 5b show the results of the aperture photometry of 
persistent charges of each spot, respectively with and without error bars. Figure 6 shows 
the photomeric data for times longer than one hour since illumination. 

                                                             
2 http://etc.stsci.edu/webetc/wfc3IRImagingETC.jsp 
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Comparison to other Measurements of Persistence 
Daou & Skinner (1997) showed that NICMOS persistence of over-exposed flat field 

illumination in all three NIC cameras followed power laws (their Figures 22-25). We fit 
power laws to their data of the form, count rate = 60 ADU/s * t -alpha, where t is in seconds 
and alpha = 1.04 for NIC cameras 1, 2, and 3, each operated in MULTIACCUM with 
AUTO-FLUSH off. A limitation of their experiments was that they did not know the time 
when illumination ceased, so the time t in their plots is the time of each read in the 
NSAMP=21 MULTIACCUM, not the total elapsed time since illumination. Because 
illumination ceased before the dark exposure began, the time elapsed since illumination 
ceased must have been greater than or equal to the time since MULTIACCUM began for 
the dark exposure. Hence, we can add a scalar offset to the time in their plots, which 
shifts points in their log-log plots to the right, with the ones at the shorter-times being 
shifted the greatest fractional amount. This implies that the slope measured from their 
plots (alpha = 1.04) is a lower limit, in absolute value, of the true slope.  However, we 
expect is approximately equal to the “true” value, because if an inappropriate scalar shift 
in time is applied to a genuine power law, the result on a log-log plot is not a shifted or 
tilted straight line, but rather a line with a bend in it, because the left (and upper) points 
are shifted more in a fractional sense than the right (and lower) points. There is the 
additional complication that if the stimulus occurs over many seconds, as it did in their 
tests, then even if the time of each read were known precisely, the time since the 
illumination ended would not represent the difference in time since the stimulus occurred. 
Finally, Daou and Skinner 1997 noted a ~4x reduction in persistence level with a similar 
experiment with AUTOFLUSH on.  

In another relevant experiment, Finger et al. (1998) illuminated a HgCdTe HAWAII 
1024x1024 18.5-micron pixel, 2.5-micron cutoff device with a J-band point source at 
focal ratio f/3.76 at a peak rate of 5 million photons/s/pix (for an unreported duration). 
The device exhibited persistence at a level greater than that measured here for the WFC3 
IR detector at times since illumination of ~0.01 hour, but the HAWAII array’s 
persistence decayed more rapidly, with a power law3 index of -2. The Finger et al. data 
spans a dynamic range of time of less than one decade, i.e. from 24 s to 210 s, so the data 
do not differentiate a power law from the sum of two exponentials, so the uncertainty of 
the power law index (-2) is considerable, again due to the limited dynamic range. 

Bergeron and Dickinson (2003) discuss the decay of persistent charge following SAA 
passage, which causes many cosmic rays to hit the detector. Bergeron and Dickinson 
(2003) report that in a deep SAA passage several cosmic rays hit each 40 um X 40 um 
NICMOS pixel. In their Figure 2, Bergeron and Dickinson report a double exponential fit 
to the rate Y (in NICMOS DN/s) in a single pixel as a function of time (t, in seconds) 

                                                             
3 We fit the T=80 K persistence data from Figure 5 of Finger et al. (1998) with a power 
law instead of the two exponentials used by Finger et al. 
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since the end of illumination, Y = (2.74766*exp(-t/155.815))+((-6.01420e-
05*t)+0.163750), although over the ~1 decade of time from 2.5 minutes to 36 minutes, 
Y(t) could be equally well represented by a power law with index -1.26; Y(t) is the 
nearly-straight line labeled B in Figure 5. 

Hilbert (2008; his Figure 2) plots persistence from the GSFC Detector 
Characterization Lab (DCL) of the WFC3 IR flight array (FPA165) following a 100-
times full well overexposed flat field. We obtained those same data (Malumuth & Hill 
2009, private communication), subtracted 0.0280 e/s/pixel from all the measurements to 
account for dark current4, plotted the result on a log-log scale (Figure 7), and over-plotted 
the function Y = 0.156* t -1.0 electrons/s/pixel, where t is the time since the overexposure 
ceased. The simple power law of index -1 fits the data very well, approximately to the 
uncertainty given by the small size of the symbols. In Figure 5, our functional 
approximation Y(t) times 30 pixels (the typical area of the spots) is labeled H. 

Smith et al. (2008a, their Figure 5) show that subdividing an exposure into N sub-
exposures produces less persistence, and that the persistence after 300 seconds is reduced 
as N-1.22. Within their theory of persistence, they interpret the reduction in persistence due 
to the shorter sub-exposures as a result of a fewer traps being stimulated within the 
(thinner) depletion region. The similarity between their power law and those observed for 
spots (in this work) suggests a common phenomenology. In a speculative section below, 
we (also) identify the thinness of the material exhibiting persistence as potentially 
important to the observed behavior.  

Smith et al. (2008a) also demonstrate (see their Figure 8) that photon transfer curves 
(PTCs) of variance versus mean, are anomalously curved (upward) for persistent charge. 
They interpret their persistence PTC as follows, “that noise is not sub-Poissonian but that 
gain (volts-per-persistence-electron) is increasing with stimulus amplitude.” Our 
interpretation is different than theirs. In particular, within the luminescent theory for 
persistence, or indeed for any mechanism that follows a power law, sub-Poissonian noise 
can occur. In a series of identical pairs of exposures of stimulus followed immediately by 
a dark, if the same traps repeatedly are stimulated and decay spontaneously, the decay 
will be instantaneously Poissonian, but over any given interval will not be, because any 
specific trap has a characteristic timescale for decay, and after many of those timescales, 
the trap will almost certainly have decayed.5 The cause of their curved PTC could be 
some form of fixed pattern noise unrelated to the persistence, so that their variance 
increases quadratically with the mean.  

Smith et al. (2008b, their Figure 9) also show that the variation of the amplitude of 
persistence in a 1.7-micron cutoff H2RG device is spatially homogeneous, with a 
                                                             
4 The dark current equals the robust mean of the dark current prior to and presumably 
also after the flat field stimulus. 
5 In Huntley’s model, the characteristic timescale for each trap is set by the spatial 
proximity of the nearest recombination center to the trap. 
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histogram of persistence per pixel in an exposure following a saturated flat field 
illumination having a mode of 850 ADU and a FWHM ~ 170 ADU, or 20% of the mode.6 
Smith et al. (2008b, their Figure 6) also show the power law indices7 of saturated flat 
fields are approximately -1.5 to -1.7. The main uncertainty of the latter indices is due to 
an artifact of their stated procedure of subtracting the dark current of the final readout 
from all earlier readouts, which 1) by definition sets the persistence to zero at the end of 
each series of exposures, 2) will tend to suppress persistence at intermediate and 
especially at long times, and hence 3) will tend to over estimate the absolute value of the 
power law index, i.e. artificially steepen the decay. Even with those caveats, and even 
though the nine measurements in any series spanned less than a factor of ten in time since 
the stimulus ended, it is hard to reconcile the flat-field data of Figure 6 of Smith et al. 
(2008b) with power laws of index -1.0 for NICMOS flats (Daou & Skinner 1997) or 
WFC3 IR flats (Figure 7 of this work). 

Regan et al. (2009) examined persistence in a JWST Hawaii-2RG 2048x2048 18-
micron pixel, 5.5-micron cutoff device8. Their two dimensional images of the persistence 
from a flat field over-exposure show spatial variations of at least a factor of ~4 in spatial 
patterns on the array that look like a painter’s brush strokes. In our work we have 
assumed that each pixel behaves like all the others. Although the device studied by Regan 
et al. is different in many ways than WFC3’s Hawaii-1R device, their work indicates that 
assumption could be invalid. We note that the 1.7-micron cutoff device tested by Smith et 
al. (2008b) is more similar to WFC3 IR and shows a much more spatially homogeneous 
persistence than Regan et al’s 5.5-micron cutoff device. Regan et al. model their 
persistence with the sum of two exponentials: 0.75 exp(-t/20) + 0.25exp(-t/210), where t 
is the elapsed time in seconds since the stimulus, and they have normalized the data to its 
value at t=0. In the time range from 10 seconds to 800 seconds, a power law with index -
1.0 fits the double exponential with a maximum deviation of less than a factor of 2. At 
times much longer than 800 seconds, the (double) exponential drops far below the power 
law. Regan et al. also report that persistence decays within a dark MULTIACCUM 
following a stimulus (as expected) but returns at the beginning of a subsequent 
MULTIACCUM at a much higher level than the level near the end of the previous 

                                                             
6 Smith et al (2008b) present additional “indirect evidence that individual pixels follow 
similar decays curves” in their Section 5. 
7 We fit the data plotted in Figure 6 of Smith et al. (2008b) interactively and “by eye” 
with power laws. We ignored the measurement with the shortest time for each case, 
because it deviated from the extrapolation of the other data in a series and because of the 
many difficulties of interpreting the “time since the stimulus” for such measurement; the 
second time in each case was twice the first time and did not deviate from the 
extrapolation of the other data. 
8 Long et al. (2010) report additional studies; associated JWST technical reports are 
available in the “SOCCER” manuscript library maintained at STScI. 
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MULTIACCUM. The latter sawtooth behavior was not expected and is not understood at 
the present time. 

Flat Field test of Persistence 

In this TV3 test, two 1400-sec darks were followed by a single F160W RAPID 
NSAMP=10 flat field exposure of 12000 ADU/pixel, and then immediately followed by 
four 1400-sec darks. Each dark is a SPARS100 NSAMP=15 sequence, but due to 
overheads, two 1400-sec darks require ~1.0 hour of elapsed time. In the analysis, we 
subtracted from each dark the first dark on a pixel-by-pixel and sample-by-sample basis, 
and also subtracted the mean of reference pixels. Finally, in order to facilitate 
comparison, from each dark calibrated as such, we also subtracted the spatially-averaged 
mean of the last (15th) sample of each SPARS100 sequence. The latter analysis steps have 
the effects on Figure 8 of forcing the last data point of each dark to be zero and all of the 
data of the first dark to be zero. Plotted are the mean values (with outlier rejection) within 
the same 800x300 pixel region studied in the spot-illumination experiment. All of the 
darks after the flat field clearly have been affected by the flat field. Unexpectedly, and 
different from the DCL data of Figure 7, the “dark current” for each of the darks 
observed after the flat field exposure is less than the “dark current” of the two dark 
sequences taken before the flat field. Presumbably, if the sequence of darks (or maybe 
resets) had been continued, the IR detector response would have relaxed back to its pre-
flat-field (or “steady state”) behavior.  

We interpret the “negative dark current” observed in post-flatfield darks as a net flux 
of electrons into traps, i.e. in aggregate relative to the pre-flatfield behavior, the ensemble 
of traps is absorbing electrons more than releasing them. The derivatives with respect 
sample numbers of the data in Figure 8 are plotted in Figure 9. Note that the points at 
Sample = 0 are bogus: each is the difference of the zeroth sample and the wrapped-
around last sample. The next derivative is also quite different from the rest, since it is the 
difference of sample 1 and sample 0, which differ in time by only 2.9 sec, whereas all the 
rest of the derivatives (with respect to samples) correspond to 100-sec intervals of time. 
We see a positive derivative of ~2.5 ADU/pixel in the first 100 sec interval after the 
flatfield, or a mean count rate of ~0.03 ADU/s/pixel higher than the median of the others 
(the yellow point at sample = 2 compared to the others in Figure 9). The next point in that 
sequence is ~0.01 ADU/s/pixel greater than the median of the others. The noise of the 
derivatives is ~0.005 ADU/s/pixel for each 100-sec interval in any of the darks, and that 
is approximately as anticipated based upon the differencing of four reference-pixel means 
(forward difference of the target samples minus the forward difference of associated 
samples in the reference dark, i.e. the first one in the experiment) with each reference 
pixel mean resulting from ~8000 pixels per frame). 
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Speculations 
 Our meta-analysis of prior studies of persistence reveals an intriguing pattern: the 

power law index for flat fields (-1.0) is smaller in absolute value (i.e. a flatter decay) than 
that of cosmic ray hits (-1.26) or illuminated spots (-1.26 to -1.58), or single pixels (-2 
with considerable uncertainty). It would appear that the response of a given pixel is not 
independent of the state of persistence in its neighboring pixels.9 Like a bed of coals after 
a fire, perhaps the persistence lasts longer if the material (the hypothetically luminescent 
HgCdTe or the coals) might be self-sustaining by being localized in proximity to other 
material behaving in a similar manner. A conjecture extrapolated from this would be that 
a 3-dimensional volume of HgCdTe, e.g. a layer of HgCdTe much thicker than the pixel 
pitch, will have a power law index even closer to, or perhaps equal to, zero: that is, the 
decay would be independent of time since illumination – a constant decay. A potentially 
useful implication of this conjecture of self-sustaining persistence would be that to reduce 
persistence in a detector, the detector material should be as thin as practical, so that the 
self-sustaining interaction of adjacent pixels would be reduced. However, HgCdTe 
detectors are nearly as thin as practical already, i.e. the detector layer cannot be made 
thinner without becoming transparent to the infrared light that it is intended to detect, 
which would reduce the quantum efficiency, especially for longer wavelengths. If the 
thickness cannot be reduced, then the pixel pitch could be increased, but this would 
generally require a slower focal ratio (usually undesirable) and fewer pixels per array of a 
given physical dimension (also typically undesirable); also, recombination of photo-
generated electrons and holes might tend to increase due to the greater distance they’d 
have to travel to reach the collection node of each pixel. Perhaps additional data, analysis 
and interpretation, will inform manufacturers how better to reduce persistence in future 
devices. For example, the HgCdTe might be deposited on a set of “cubicles,” i.e. each 
pixel might be enclosed by a thin, optically reflective layer on its four faces, in order to 
reduce optical coupling to its neighbors. We have no idea if that is practical or not. 
Already, our power law functional model for persistence may inform techniques for 
subtracting persistence in post-readout data analysis. 

Conclusions 
 The WFC3 IR flight array (a.ka. IR-4 or FPA 165), read in full-array (1024x1024 

pixel) mode with SPARS sample sequences and illuminated by a series of CASTLE-
generated spots of various brightnesses positioned at 16 distinct locations on the focal 
plane in quadrants 1 and 4, shows persistent dark current that decays with time as a 

                                                             
9 We remind the reader that saturated flat fields in tests of Smith et al. 2008b (discussed 
above) give persistence with power laws much steeper than -1, so perhaps these 
speculations are prima facie refuted by those observations. Because of the complexities 
of the phenomena are so poorly understood, we proceed with our speculation anyway.  
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power law from 0.01 hours to 4 hours after the illumination ceased. By comparison with 
others’ studies of persistence from flat fields, our results indicate that the persistence 
from spots decays more rapidly, i.e. has a steeper power law decay, than that from 
uniform irradiance, i.e. flat fields. The 100-times saturation flat field persistence is more 
than an order of magnitude smaller than that required by the WFC3 Contract End Item 
(CEI) Specification 4.8.12. 
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Figure 1:  Spreadsheet for SMS IR28S03 Version 2008041321 to control the WFC3 Instrument. Some 
irrelevant empty columns have been hidden. 

 
Figure 2:  Spreadsheet for SMS IR28S03 Version 2008041321 to control the CASTLE. 
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Figure 3a:  Sixteen spots (A, B, …, P) illuminated the WFC3 IR detector in turn. We show the 
1024x512 pixel area of quadrants 1 and 4, and outline a 800x300 pixel rectangular region of interest. 
To avoid clutter, only six spots are labeled (A, E, H, I, L, and P) but the lettering sequence can be 
inferred by interpolation. The cores of the PSFs of spots B, C, and D are so saturated that they 
appear white here. A second, fainter spot (A*, B*, …, P*; only E* and L* are labeled) from the same 
array of pinhole apertures appears ~148 IR pixels above the primary spot. The primary spot 
originates from the 10-micron VISIR aperture; the secondary spot originates from a “HeNe fiber” 
aperture. In this stretch, only stray light spots I* through L* are visible (barely). Figure 3b shows the 
same image at higher contrast. 
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Figure 3b:  Same as Figure 3a, but at higher contrast. The wings of the PSF of the primary spots (A-
P) now are clearly visible, as are some of the secondary spots (B*, E*, F*, I*, J*, K*, L*, and M*). 

 
Figure 4:  After images of spots are evident following the series of stimuli in this, the first 703-sec 
dark exposure (ii28031dr_08106061041) cropped to the area of the rectangular boxes of Figures 3a 
and 3b. The units of the intensity scale (at the bottom) are DN/s/pixel. Each green circle has a radius 
of 20 pixels and is centered on the location of a spot (the lower sixteen are the intended primary spots 
(A-P); the upper sixteen are the unintended secondary spots (A*-P*) which were too faint to leave 
detectable persistence in this image). In this image, spots A-D show obvious positive persistence; 
spots E-G show marginally detectable positive persistence, spots H-L show no significantly detectable 
persistence, and spots M-P show negative persistence. 
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Figure 5a:  Persistence decays for five sources: spots A, B, C, and D, plus a “snowball” labeled SB. 
The rate refers to aperture photometry within a 5-pixel radius; the persistent area of each spot 
increases with the amount of over exposure, but is typically 30 pixels. The data have been 
renormalized to match their power law decays at t=2 hours, a time scale of interest to HST 
operations because the 96 minute orbital period. To obtain the observed rates, multiply the rate 
indicated by the Y axis by the first number to the right of the source’s label. The second column of 
numbers is the index of the power law (plotted as a solid line). For example, the fit to the aperture 
photometry of source A is 2.355 ( t / 2 hours )-1.582 electrons/s. Labeled dashed-dot curves are H for 
Hilbert (2008) data for FPA165 from the GSFC DCL; B for Bergeron & Dickinson (2003) for 
NICMOS in flight; D for Daou & Skinner (1997) for NICMOS ground tests with AUTO-FLUSH off 
and an uncertain delay between illumination and measurement; F for Finger et al. (1998) for a 
HAWAII array; IHB for the Instrument Handbook for Cycle 17, specifically exp(1-20t) e/s/pixel with 
t in hours; and “IHB?” for the Handbook’s caveat about very-long-time very-low-level persistence. 
Because prior results were reported per pixel, we have multiplied each of them by 30 pixels, 
approximately the number of pixels exhibiting persistence in the tests described here within each 
spot’s 5-pixel radius aperture used for extraction. Errors bars are 2-sigma. 
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Figure 5b: Same as previous figure, with colored fitted curves and the error bars removed. The fit to 
the persistence of the snowball data (white boxes) is the white solid line. 
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Figure 6:  Similar to previous figures, but only for times longer than 1 hour since illumination. The 
solid circles are the same data as in previous figures. Lower signal to noise points, not shown in 
previous figures, are indicated by the + symbols. Recall that due to the logarithm, the ±  error bars 
would extend much further below each point than above. 
 

Figure 7:  Persistence measured for a 100x saturation flat field of WFC3’s flight array, FPA 165, as 
measured by Malumuth et al. of the GSFC DCL (the same data appeared as Figure 8 of Hilbert 
(2007) with linear-linear axes instead of log-log axes). We subtracted the median dark rate (0.0280 
e/s/pixel) before the 100x saturation flat field exposure from all measurements after the flat field 
exposure in order to obtain the persistent (excess) dark current (in e/s/pix) following the 100x 
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saturation exposure. The formula Y = 0.156 T-1.0 e/s/pix, with T in hours since the flat field exposure, 
fits the data excellently from T = 0.05 hours (3 minutes) to T = 15 hours. 
 
 

Figure 8:  Flat-field persistence test. Two 1400-sec darks (labeled 0 and 1, red and green respectively) 
were followed by a single F160W RAPID NSAMP=10 flat field exposure of 12000 ADU/pixel (off 
scale - only a spurious vertical blue line at sample=9 appears in this plot), and then immediately 
followed by four 1400-sec darks (yellow, magenta, orange, and light blue). Each dark has had the 
first dark (red points) subtracted on a pixel-by-pixel and sample-by-sample basis, and the mean of 
reference pixels subtracted, and the last sample of each sequence subtracted, i.e. forcing the last data 
point of each dark to be zero and all of the data of the first dark (red) to be zero. Plotted are the 
mean values (with outlier rejection) within the same 800x300 pixel region studied in the spot-
illumination experiment. The first dark after the flat field clearly has been affected by the flat field 
exposure but the subsequent darks continue to be affected (see text for discussion). 
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Figure 9: The derivatives with respect sample numbers of the data in Figure 8. The points at Sample 
= 0 and 1 should be ignored (see text). 
 

Table 1: Observation Log 

The following columns are file name, year, month, day, hour, min, sec, 
filter, sample sequence, NSAMP, and EXPTIME. An identical set of 
exposures were taken on April 14, 2008 and April 15, 2008. 
   
ii280301r_08105181606_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 14 39 Blank RAPID 16  43.984360 
ii280303r_08105182324_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 21 56 F160W RAPID  5  11.729164 
ii280304r_08105182324_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 22 38 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280306r_08105183003_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 28 26 F160W RAPID  8  20.526037 
ii280307r_08105183003_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 29 17 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280309r_08105183732_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 36 01 F160W RAPID  6  14.661455 
ii28030ar_08105183732_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 36 46 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030cr_08105184413_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 42 48 F160W RAPID  4   8.796873 
ii28030dr_08105184413_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 43 27 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030fr_08105185056_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 48 56 F160W RAPID 16  43.984360 
ii28030gr_08105185056_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 50 10 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030ir_08105190109_raw.fits 2008 04 14 18 59 18 F160W RAPID 13  35.187492 
ii28030jr_08105190109_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 00 23 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030lr_08105191015_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 08 35 F160W RAPID  9  23.458328 
ii28030mr_08105191015_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 09 29 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030or_08105191755_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 16 27 F160W RAPID  5  11.729164 
ii28030pr_08105191755_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 17 09 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030rr_08105192546_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 22 57 F160W SPA10 11  92.940941 
ii28030sr_08105192546_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 25 00 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030ur_08105193514_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 32 35 F160W SPA10 10  82.939980 
ii28030vr_08105193514_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 34 28 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030xr_08105194413_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 41 44 F160W SPA10  9  72.939018 
ii28030yr_08105194413_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 43 27 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280310r_08105195244_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 50 25 F160W SPA10  8  62.938057 
ii280311r_08105195244_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 51 58 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280313r_08105200046_raw.fits 2008 04 14 19 58 37 F160W SPA10  7  52.937096 
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ii280314r_08105200046_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 00 00 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280316r_08105200819_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 06 20 F160W SPA10  6  42.936134 
ii280317r_08105200819_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 07 33 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280319r_08105201524_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 13 35 F160W SPA10  5  32.935173 
ii28031ar_08105201524_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 14 38 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28031cr_08105202139_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 20 21 F160W SPA10  4  22.934214 
ii28031dr_08105203342_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 21 14 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031gr_08105205147_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 39 15 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031hr_08105210354_raw.fits 2008 04 14 20 51 22 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031jr_08105211600_raw.fits 2008 04 14 21 03 29 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031lr_08105212803_raw.fits 2008 04 14 21 15 35 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031or_08105214608_raw.fits 2008 04 14 21 33 36 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031pr_08105215815_raw.fits 2008 04 14 21 45 43 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031rr_08105221021_raw.fits 2008 04 14 21 57 50 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031tr_08105222224_raw.fits 2008 04 14 22 09 56 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031wr_08105224114_raw.fits 2008 04 14 22 27 57 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
 
ii280301r_08106035305_raw.fits 2008 04 15 03 51 38 Blank RAPID 16  43.984360 
ii280303r_08106040023_raw.fits 2008 04 15 03 58 55 F160W RAPID  5  11.729164 
ii280304r_08106040023_raw.fits 2008 04 15 03 59 37 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280306r_08106040702_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 05 25 F160W RAPID  8  20.526037 
ii280307r_08106040702_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 06 16 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280309r_08106041431_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 13 00 F160W RAPID  6  14.661455 
ii28030ar_08106041431_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 13 45 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030cr_08106042112_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 19 47 F160W RAPID  4   8.796873 
ii28030dr_08106042112_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 20 26 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030fr_08106042755_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 25 55 F160W RAPID 16  43.984360 
ii28030gr_08106042755_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 27 09 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030ir_08106043808_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 36 17 F160W RAPID 13  35.187492 
ii28030jr_08106043808_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 37 22 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030lr_08106044714_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 45 34 F160W RAPID  9  23.458328 
ii28030mr_08106044714_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 46 28 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030or_08106045454_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 53 26 F160W RAPID  5  11.729164 
ii28030pr_08106045454_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 54 08 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030rr_08106050245_raw.fits 2008 04 15 04 59 56 F160W SPA10 11  92.940941 
ii28030sr_08106050245_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 01 59 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030ur_08106051213_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 09 34 F160W SPA10 10  82.939980 
ii28030vr_08106051213_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 11 27 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28030xr_08106052112_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 18 43 F160W SPA10  9  72.939018 
ii28030yr_08106052112_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 20 26 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280310r_08106052943_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 27 24 F160W SPA10  8  62.938057 
ii280311r_08106052943_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 28 57 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280313r_08106053745_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 35 36 F160W SPA10  7  52.937096 
ii280314r_08106053745_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 36 59 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280316r_08106054518_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 43 19 F160W SPA10  6  42.936134 
ii280317r_08106054518_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 44 32 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii280319r_08106055223_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 50 34 F160W SPA10  5  32.935173 
ii28031ar_08106055223_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 51 37 Blank RAPID  2   2.932291 
ii28031cr_08106055838_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 57 20 F160W SPA10  4  22.934214 
ii28031dr_08106061041_raw.fits 2008 04 15 05 58 13 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031gr_08106062846_raw.fits 2008 04 15 06 16 14 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031hr_08106064053_raw.fits 2008 04 15 06 28 21 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031jr_08106065259_raw.fits 2008 04 15 06 40 28 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031lr_08106070502_raw.fits 2008 04 15 06 52 34 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031or_08106072307_raw.fits 2008 04 15 07 10 35 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031pr_08106073514_raw.fits 2008 04 15 07 22 42 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031rr_08106074720_raw.fits 2008 04 15 07 34 49 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031tr_08106075923_raw.fits 2008 04 15 07 46 55 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
ii28031wr_08106081813_raw.fits 2008 04 15 08 04 56 Blank SPA50 16 702.938171 
 
For alignment, SPARS10 and SPARS50 have been abbreviated SPA10 and SPA50. 
 

Table 2: Spot Illumination Parameters 

The following columns are spot name (Letter), EXPTIME (in seconds) from 
the FITS header, the elapsed time T (in seconds) from commanding F160W 
into beam until commanding the next BLANK into beam, the X and Y 
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position (in pixels) of the center of the spot (with arbitrary offsets), two 
estimates of the ratio of the spot brightness to that of spot A (B1 and B2 - 
see text for details), the fluence in millions of ADUs, i.e. integrated over the 
spot’s area and over the duration of illumination, and parameters of the 
power law fits to the decay:  

persistent flux (e/s) in 5-pixel radius aperture = C2 ( t / 2 hours) -alpha  

where t is the time elapsed since illumination. The spots’ relative 
brightnesses are approximately consistent with expectations based upon the 
neutral density filter use by CASTLE for each spot: ND 3 (B), ND 4 (C-D), 
ND 5 (A, E-H), and ND 6 (I-P). The spatially integrated flux of spot A 
corresponds to apparent magnitude Bessel H = 11.0 mag (see text). Data are 
from the April 15, 2008 trial. 
 
L EXP     T   X     Y    B1     B2    Fluence  C2     alpha 
A 11.73  48 745.2 126.9  1.000  1.000     3.9# 2.355  1.583 
B 20.53 177 646.0 125.0 55.924  5.461*  802.2  3.737  1.276 
C 14.66 171 545.5 123.5  9.745  2.357*  135.0  0.979  1.352 
D  8.80 160 445.5 122.5  9.329  2.412*  121.0  1.184  1.265 
E 43.98 200 345.0 121.0  0.956  1.023    16.6    -     - 
F 35.19 186 245.0 120.0  0.944  1.022    15.4    -     - 
G 23.46 175 145.0 118.0  0.978  1.020    14.5    -     - 
H 11.73 163  44.9 117.7  1.006  1.012    13.4    -     - 
I 92.94 249  45.1  61.7  0.132  0.133     2.7    -     - 
J 82.94 234 145.1  62.8  0.137  0.134     2.5    -     - 
K 72.94 224 245.3  63.9  0.143  0.135     2.5    -     - 
L 62.94 214 345.3  65.0  0.136  0.135     2.3    -     - 
M 52.94 204 445.9  66.1  0.136  0.135     2.2    -     - 
N 42.94 194 545.9  67.9  0.146  0.135     2.1    -     - 
O 32.94 184 646.0  69.1  0.128  0.135     2.0    -     - 
P 22.93 174 746.1  70.8  0.129  0.132     1.9    -     -  
 
# = We suspect additional fluence occurred during CASTLE 
setup that is not reflected in this estimate. 
 
* = saturated (disregard). 
 
Snowball’s C2 =0.540, alpha = 1.212. 

Table 4: Snowball persistence 

Image sequence number (I) since appearance of the snowball, the file name 
of the associated SPARS50 NSAMP=15 data, the elapsed time since 
appearance of the snowball, the peak pixel associated with the snowball’s 
persistence, and the spatially-integrated flux of the snowball’s persistence.  
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I Filename                        Time   Peak  Sum(r<5 pix) 
                                  Hours  ADU/s ADU/s  
0 ii28031jr_08106065259_raw.fits  0.000   *      * 
1 ii28031lr_08106070502_raw.fits  0.202  0.547  4.68 
2 ii28031or_08106072307_raw.fits  0.502  0.150  1.25 
3 ii28031pr_08106073514_raw.fits  0.704  0.112  0.72 
4 ii28031rr_08106074720_raw.fits  0.906  0.104  0.69 
5 ii28031tr_08106075923_raw.fits  1.107  0.075  0.54 
6 ii28031wr_08106081813_raw.fits  1.408  0.052  0.41 
 
* = saturated (disregard). 
 
 


